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dense, fibrous root that

hold soil in place.
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After 3 years, plants
can be as a of for additional

planting projects!
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Live Stakes at a

restoration project.
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What do these species look
l

usually
1-3 in about 1/2

in diameter.

How much do they cost?

Where do I get

How big will they get?
1.5-2

a
6-18 feet, but they can be pruned to
maintain a smaller size.

planting large, tree
species directly on the
streambank. They can eventually
get so heavy that they cave in the
streambank, blocking stream
flow and contributing to local
flooding problems. If you already
have an erosion problem and large
trees are danger of in the
streambank, consider cutting
the tree. existing
stump in the streambank and
dispose of the tree remains
properly (that means not in the
stream channel the floodplain!).

How do I plant
1. on the streambank

and a fence
be 2-3 feet Insert

the stakes pointed end down so at least
1/2 to 2/3 of the stake is in the soil.

2.
soil cutting

up toward sky!

3. Water well
established.

4. stream
away

While vegetated riparian areas go a long
way to controlling flooding erosion,
your erosion problem may require a
more If your
streambanks are eroding and a structure
is threatened, contact your community or
Cuyahoga SWCD.

When do I plant

www.euclidcreekwatershed.org

Live Stake Bundles



Our wildlife including

and evolved

as food

and a of

and food

include:

Trees: Apple, Crabapple,

Oak,

white pine

Shrubs: Dogwood, Elderberry, Holly,

Ninebark,

Sumac,

Vines:

Wild grape

Nectar plants for

butterflies,

and bees:

balm,

Lobelia, Milkweed,

phlox,
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